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WESTERN PACI FICACOUSTICAl CON FERENCE 

SINGAPORE -1-3 SEPTEMBER 1982 

Background of Conference •• 
The above rnpeting i~ thefirstto be held in thi~ region apart from the International Congres; onAcoustics :: 
in 1980 which by attrOlcting more than 30 delegates from devploping countries in this area showed that 
acoustics was sufficiently established towarrantthe organisation of a special regional conference. It was 
feltthattheaim should be to promote the application of acoustical rPsparch, techniques and materials to 
the solution of problems in the region and to investigate the possibility of forming a regional acoustical 
society. 

The International Commission on Acoustics has encouraged this idea and has asked the Acoustical 
Society of Japan and the Australian Acou,tical Society which have both organised large international 
meeting, and arc represented on the Commission itself to lend their ,up port to the venture, 

After early con~ider<ltiun of possible venues, Singapore was selected a~ the most central location and 
an approach wa~ made to well-known members of the Univer~ity of Sing<lpore to sCC' if they werc 
preparedto accept the majo, responsibililyforthe planning and the runrlin~of the mecting. Fortunately, 
they were and a committee consisting of representatives of the ASJ, AAS and Singapore University was 
set up to handle the preliminary arrangements. 

Most members of the AAS have by now received the first circular which lists the major topics of the 
conference and gives details of the organisation, venue, costs etc. 

Contributed Papers 
One aspect which needs clarification i; that, dueto po~tdl delays, the circulars were not received in time 
to permit the forwarding of one page abstract; from tho,e wishing to contribute a paper to the 
Singaporean central committee by the listed closing date, 

A later c.lo~ing date has been found necessary and, to permit this, the arrangement is that the AAS will 
continue to receive ab~trdl"b, grdde them according to their relevance to the needs of the ("onference 
and then select sufficient to fill a quota allocated by the committE'e. : 

A major consideration will be the author's ability to attend and deliver the paper, so please indicate 
your plan, for this when forwarding your ab~tract. In case of equality first received gets preference. 

Authors so selected will be notified directly when the details are finalised. 
The early response from possible delegates and authors is enCQuraging hut mom are welcome. 

If further infonnation is required at any stage please contact: 
The MS/WPRAC Sub-Committee 
C/o NAL, 5 Hickson Road, 
MILLERS POINT, N.S.W. 2000 

Telephone contact can be made through 
02/662/2236 (John Dunlop) or 02/20537 (Ray Piene or Jack Rose) 

The Singapore conference present~ a unique opportunity for Australian educators, research workers 
and others associated with the application of acoustics to make contact with confreres in the region in a 
way which can only be beneficial to all. 

It is hoped that from this small beginning something of a permanent nature will arise, perhaps with 
regular conferences every three years, at other interesting venues which abound in the region. ::: 

................ . ............. . 
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Editori.,1 

WIth this issue of the Sulletin a new editorial . interesting and lnfonnattve journal that will be 
committee takes over its production. Although some primarily directed towards Australian acousticians 
changes will be made the QVeI3U style of the Bulletin and those with a general interest in acoustics, but 
will be preserved. Since its inception a number of hopefully will also present an active image to our 
committees have contributed to Its· evolution as a many international subscribers. 
journal reflecting primarily the interests and activities 
of Australian acousticians. To the Victorian committee We also wish to acknowledge. the continuing 
who have just relinquished the editorial reins we support of our sustaining members and advertisers 
send our sincere congratulations for their sustained without whom it would not be possible to aim for 
activity in producing the Bulletin and for their help high standards of production. 
during the transition period. 

It is our wish to cater for all interests displayed by 
the varied membership of the Australian Acoustical Oveniew of this Issue 
Society. The surprising spread of interest was "Three technical papers are featured In this issue. 

::"~t:=ly Icz.ea~e byre~~~:r~ SU::I~e~~ For those with an interest in Chinese percussion 
questionnaire circulated to members shows clearly "instruments, the first paper deals with the 'Acoustics 
the major areas of Interest: Noise 5n,. Architectural of a Tamtam'. The authors are Professor Thomas 
and Building Acoustics 4496" Measurements and Rossing of Northern lItinols University, who has been 
Instrumentation 3n6. Shock and VIbration 29% ,on study leave at New England University and is an 
(Keen mathematical buffs will "have noted that we authority on percussion instruments and bells, and 
have already exceeded 100%. a phenomenon that Is Professor Neville Retcher, who is well--known for his 

a function of the multlple votes allowed to "~==~ and!lld:~m:::cs. ~~ :mtam,:sli:a~ 
members). Minor areas of Interest Include physio- non-linear system (If only the musicians were aware 
logical and psycholojical acoustics 1896, ttansducUon of this thlsO whim involves some characteristic 
131J6. speech communication 1296" physical acoustlcs changes of timbre with time In which there Is a 
fO%, and less than 10% support for aeroacoustlcs,. conversion of energy from low-frequency vibrational 

:'n~~:s.tks. bioacoustics,. undelWater sound :od:':e~=sofl~~~I~re~uenCC:~~~ a i~~~= 
so~:i~~=~:~~':fs~~:;~~b~:b~ "~:i~~~~,::,,~rstill makes sense if section 2 is 

to offer papers and articles covering the full range of Ross Wills of RMIT gives the results of research 
Interests of all members, including the (Australian) into the estimation of equivalent absorption area 
'minority' areas. To fadlltate the gathering of papers derived by two dlfftrent methods: (1) by measure
and Infonnation we have appointed a number of ment of the steady state sound pressure level in a 
editors who will each be responsible for a specific ~ using an ILG sound source, and (.2) by 
area of acoustics (see back cover). In this way we rneasurementofthereverberationdecavtimefollowed 
hope to keep members in touch with new or by application of Sabine's formula. Measurements 
growlng areas of acoustics that may not necessarily were made In four 'reverberant' rooms and five 'real' 
be ones In which they specialise. 

it rso~:'~~r~~t=~fo~v!~;~~f~:::S~ OfT~~!: P:~~tl~Sanb::u~~:~ ui~i~~ ra:e~ 
=d~d ~~nl~rs~~~mltal. ~:~Ie: ~tl~ d:: . ~~lt~~:n}~e Z:::~r;:' ~~s:~~a~os~~ ~~ 
information relating to local activities and members' authors, Leigh Kenna. Jack. Rose and David Robinson 
peregrinations (contrary to rumour, 'Gossip' has not "describe the reasons for selecting the new site and 

been pensioned off but will be included under the . ~~~;~=nl~ mt=li;el~~:~~~~s~~e~~~ 
=~~~=~,~~~~~~I!~:;~n:~:~C: audiological research. . 
articles. While original papers will be most welcome We are grateful to Graeme Harding for agreeing to 
there is also room for Informative review papers "continue as columnist for the new feature 'People, 
(especially In" areas of interest in AustJalia), which has been expanded to include both 'gossip' 
discussion and tutorial papers and short papers items and news of new appointments, promotions, 
giving preliminary reports of investigation or.re- retirements, etc.; and to Doug cato for his 
search. With the active cooperation of those who entertaining cartoons. Thanks are also due to the 
feel the urge to write (or can be persuaded to do so) many contributors of items for Acoustical News and 
we hope to continue the process of producing an ,for Reports. • 
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From the President 
Since these notes are being written shortly after the ber. This is a joint venture with the Acoustical 
publication of the December 1981 issue of the Society of Japan and It is being organised with the 
Bulletin I have not yet received any feedback blessing of the International Commission on 
regarding your views about the future directions AAS Acoustics. The Commission Is anxious to encourage 
should take. Please contact myself or any of the development in acoustics in the Western Pacific 
Councillors and Committee members so that we can region and AAS has a key role to play In this area. I 
reflect the wishes of the membership as a whole. I do hope that many AA5 members will be able to 
am well aware that unless a member is actively take part in what promises to be a stimulating 
Involved in a Committee or Sub-Committee there meeting. 
does not seem to be a great deal going on; however, On the subject of international meetings, I am sure 
there 15 much to b~ do!le and voluntee~ are always that many of us have written "ICA, Paris, July '83" in 
~lcome. One major task, fo~ exampl~ IS to gather the forward planning section of our diaries and again 
Info~matlo~ abo~ all courses In ~co~stl~S offered by I hope that we will have a strong delegation from 
CAE 5, Umversltles and. TAFE Institut~ons around Australia to renew and strengthen the many 
Australia, one reas:on bel~g that t:AS IS frequently international contacts made when we had the 
asked for career gUidance Information. opportunity to hold the 10th ICA in Sydney in 1980. 

Elsewhere in this issue you will find details of our 
first 'offshore' Conference, in Singapore in Septem- Anita lawrence 

SUSTAINING MEMBERS 
The Soeletyvaluesgreatlythe supportgiven by the Sustaining Members liSted below and Invites enquiries regarding 
S1Jstainlng Membership from other individuals Of corporations who are interested in the _!fare of the Society. Any 
penIOn or corporation contributing $200.00 or more annually may be elected a Sustaining Memberofthe SoCiety. 
Enquiries regarding mambership may be made to The Secretary, Australian Acoustical Society, Science House. 
35-43 Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.w. 2000. 
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ACOUSTICAL NEWS 

1. Australian 
1.1 Changes Affecting Acoustics at lucas Heights 
The Australian Atomic Energy Commission will accommodate, at Lucils 
Heights, a substantial part of an organisation for general energy re
search known as the Institute of Energy and Earth Resources (lEER) a 
newly formed unit of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 
Research Organization. 

Final arrangements are yet to be decided, but about 330 AAEC staff 
and at leasllwo buildings at the Lucas Heights sile will transfer to lEER. 
Support staff at Lucas Heights will service both MEC and lEER. 

The reorganisation will allow expansion of publicly sponsored non
nudear energy research, without enlarging the public sector. 

PlOgrams remaining lind"" the 
control of the /\AEC includp· 



1.2 Buildin.s and Construction 
Engineering Exhibition 

The Building and Construction 
Engineering Industries have an
nounced <;ronsorshi~ uf an Inter· 
national Exhibition and Conference 
to occur in Sydney in July, 1982 

The' Buildinl'" Environment and 
Con<;truction Engineering [xhibi
tion and Conference '82 will occur 
fromJuly 19 to 24 and is expected 
to Involve more than 100 com
panip, selling to Construction 
Contractors, Md~ter Builders, 
Archi!p(\s, Local Government, 
StatuTory Authorities, State and 
Federal Covrrnments, Surveyors 
(ivil and Mechanical Engineers, 
Mininl1; tompanies and all trades, 
contracturs and consultants oper
ating in the industry 

Organisetl by Total Cuncept 
Exhibitions Pty. ltd., the Building, 

200,000 season pa;ses, and press 
advertiS('ments in 5elecled over
seas publications", ~did Mr. Castle, 
"An on-going public relations cam
paign will continually point out 
the advantages of attending" 

For further in/ormation contact 
Tota/Concept Exhibitions, 612 Pitt
water Road, Brookvale, 2100. Te/e
phone (02) 931l-2033. Me/bourne 
Telephone (03) 347-837]. 

A brochure and provisional pro
gram for the conference i5 available 
for inspection by contacting the 
Chief Editor, 



bulentair jets,on the interaction 
of these jets with air columns and 
on the nonlinear coupling of in
harmonic resonators. An investi
gationofclarinelreedshassimilarly 
led to studies of the acoustic 
admittance of vibrating-reed 
generatorsofalltypes,andstudies 
of gongs and cymba Is have resulted 
in fundamental work on wave 
propagation and nonli nearity in 
variouscurvedshells.Other instru
mentstowhichattentionhasbeen 
given in clude the flute, viol in. 
guitar,harpsichord,clavichordand 
even the tam-tam and didjeridu, 
though some of these studies have 
been only preliminal)'. Finallysome 
work has been done on perform
ance technique, with parameters 
l ikeblowingpressureandlipposi
tion being studied in relation to 
the acoustic requirements of the 
Instrument. 

Biological Acoustics 
We have found that many of the 
techniques developed in ourwork 
on musical instruments can be 
appliedquitedirectlytounde~tand 
details of sound production and 
auditory sensitivity in insects and 

other small animals, thus giving 
information about frequency re
sponse,directionalityandgeneral 
system behaviour. We do not 
undertake any direct measure
ments ourselves on animals. but 
cooperate with neu robiologists in 
otheruniversitiesinthedesignand 
interpretation of their experiments. 
Systems so far studied in some 
detail include the sensory hairs 
on caterpil la~ and some aquatic 
animals, t~e heari ng mechanism 
in frogs, birds and crickets and 
the stridulation mechanism in 
ants. Further work is planned in 
these and re lated areas and in 
general system analysis.. In addi
tion we give general bio-physical 
advice in other quite remote 
areas of biology. 

Theoretic,dAcoustics 
Most o f our work is an intimate 
blend of theory and experiment, 
withoneguidingthedevelopment 
uf the other. Some of the more 
nearly indepe ndent theoretical 
studies include those on mode 
locking in nonlinearly coupled 
inharmonic oscillato rs, wave pro
pagation on conical shells, and 

optimization in biological acous
tical systems to compare deliberate 
designwiththeresultsofevolution. 

General Acouslics 
Acousticsisa practical subjectand 
we have carried on some research 
into motor vehicle noise as well as 
making occasional noise-level sur
veysandgivingarchitecturaladvice. 
We have tentative plans for the 
production of a se ri es of video
tapes on Physics and Music for 
teaching purposes. 

Equipment and Facilities 
Major equipment items include a 
Hewlett Packard dual-channel fast 
Fourier Transform signal analysis 
system, a General Radio narrow
band analyzer system, and a Tek
tronix 4051 graphics-oriented 
computer system which can also 
serve as a terminal to the central 
Universi ty DEC 2060 computer. 
We also have good selection of 
precision microphones, p robes, 
accelerometers, storage oscillo
scopes, etc and a small anechoic 
and sound-isola!ing enclosure. 
Other items are constructed as the 
needarises,andweareatprcsent 

Quie1 
I~Zone 

... breaking the sound barrier 
NOISE RELATED PROBLEMS haw become one of indu Wy"s 
b-9ge:it headache$. The ca...sesare varied ar>d soIutioos nol 
afwayscasy .. . UNTILNOH. 
OUIET lONE .. . " a high'Y oo...k.>pedsound a t>Sof"bing panel. 
suilablefor applicatjOf' jn alla~sofinduslryar"ldC<Jmmen:e. 
I1co~jn arange ofthicknessesand iswidoo lyusedtt"oughoul 
EuropeandAJnerIcaunde<ltle brandnameSonex. , .. _ ... __ ......... __ ........... .... 
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How do you soive tine 1twUIJ1] lPL"oib~ems 
of sound tralJ1]smission ~oss and! 

sound aibsoL"ptiolJ1]? 

At Chadwicks we use the SPESFOIL Trans-Loss System! 

SPESFOIL Trans·loss is a unique product development from 
The Chadwick Group that economically solves both problems 

in one system. 

For more information phone 

Sydney (02) 428 1388 Melbourne (03) 560 2422 Canberra (062i 80 6333 
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South Australia 
Technical Meetings: 

of ~ctlvities 

19th August, 1981 -
Technical me~tingjoil1tMS/IEA 
Dr. DA Bees, ~tatistical Energy 
Analysis 

27th September-3 October 1981 
D~af Awaren('~s We('k 

30th September, 1981 
Technical M(,pting 
Pruf. R05sThorn-OftlcP De<;lgn 

25th November, 1981 
1 Day Symposium 
Acoustic EmiSSion 



1.7 Future Events 
South Australia Division 

1.8 Professional Practice 
Sub-Committee 



correspondence to the Sub-
committee is: ' 

AAS Professional Pra.c.fice 
Sub-Committee, 

C/- Richard Heggie 
Acoustics.Pty. Ltd., 

:g:Eo;lt~:' NSW 2069 

Telephone: (02) 411 7022 

1.9 Intematlonal BuiJding .nd 
Conltructl~n M.tertals Md.Equlp
ment Exhibition In conJundlon 
with a National Symposium on Ihe 
EconomiC! of S~II Tralnln§. The 
Roya.l Exhibition BUilding. 
Melbourne, 19 Ma~22 May, 
1982., ' 
The Symposium-the, flrst,national 
forum for training and occu
patiohal skilts; will have a 
speaking .pan,el c6.mpos~ of 
prominent leaders of the !>uilding 

:~nf"!~~s:~~"~~ry'~O;:e~ 
guests and others associated with 
the indus,try. DlsciJssion subjects 
range from "National Development 
and the Value of Skills" to "A 
Vision of the Future". 

The 'Exhibition will feature 
displays by dozens of Australian 
and overseas-companies, showing 
a wide range of equipment and 
services, and should be visited by 
everyone involved in the industry 
including tradesmen. 

For invitations and for further 
information about the Exhibition 
and Symposium, contact Riddell 
hhibition Promotions Pty. ltd., 
166 Albert Road; South Melboume, 
Vic. 3205. Phone (03) 699 1066. 

2. International 
2.1 first Intemational Confer
ence on Industrial Pollution 
and Control 
14-17 December 1982, Sin-
gapo"'. 
Sponsored by World Health Or
ganisation Western Pacific Region, 
Indonesian Society of Sanitary 
Engineers, Phillipine Society of 
Sanitary Engineers, Singapore .50-
cietyof Environmental Engineers. 

Am 
To bring together environmental 
specialists to discuss and examine 

environmental problems encoun- appropriate for indusion 
tered due to rapid inQustrial inder this particular; bilateral 
development. agreement, (what is there 
Scope that is peculiar.to,Chinal); 

Papers will be considered on the b. Its scientific merit and 
following topics: Air pollution and importance to science in 
control, Water pollution. Noise Australia; 
pollution, Industrial Health, In- c. the potential .for developing 
~~f:r!~ waste and treatme'?t further collaboration;. 

The conference sessions will d. ~':u~~t:~~~;t ~~ci!~~~is ~~ 
include invited' papers on the similar fields of research in 
above topics.' Australia, and 

Jhe Conference will reflect the e, evidence of s';pport for the 

~~;~:n~~:;~~;~t:~:J proposal,from within China. 
utilities, universitieJ, national and' Under the terms of the 
international centres and agencies agreement travel expenses to 
concemed with the industrial en- f:tirna'.are our responsibility and 
vironment. e,xpenses within China the res-

DetaRs: The Conference Sene. ~~n~~~::on~ s~~edned~i~r ~I~~: 
:Yin~~~ep=~ ~~:;~T. ances are paid. 
Dr Raymond B, W, Heng. Senil;lr App-lication forms and a list of 
lecturer, Dept of Mechanical and the Institutes of Academia Sinica 
Production Engineering, National are available from the Australian 

~;~~~fsity of Singapore, Singapore ~~;~~.;~ ~i~~~tT~~1 ~ox 

2.2 China Exchange 
Agreement 
AppIc:alions are Imited &om 
tdenthts wishing to participate in 
the Australian Academy of Sc:ien.:e 
- Ac:adema Slnica scientlfk 
exchange prosmn. 

intending appliqmts should 
have a specific project in mind, 
preferably one that has been 
developed in consultation with 
the institutes in China that they 
wish to visit. Documentary eVI
dence of Chinese interesJ and 
support will greatly strengthen 
the application. 

Applications may be made by 

~:~~~~s ~~ bl ~~~e~~r ~':t~ 
may be for short visits (3 to 4 
weeks) or for a longer teRll to 
carry out research projects or 
field studies. Scientific Societies 
also are encouraged to submit 
proposals. 

In making its selections, the 
Academy will be influenced by 
the following considerations: 

a the special features of the 
proposal which make it 

It should be noted that 
Academia Sinica has difficulty in 
arranging visits to institutions not 
under its cOntrol and proposals 
should therefore be confined 
essentially to projects that can be 
organized through the Academy's 
Institutes. 

2.3 17th General Assembly 
of the Intemational Union of 
Pu~ and App6ed Physics, 1-3 
September 1981, Paris. 

At this meeting. elections 
resulted in the following appoint
ments: 

The principal executive officers 
lor 1961-1964 are: 
K. Siegbahn (Sweden) - President 
DA Bromley (USA) - First Vice 

President 
L KelWin (canada) and ).5. 

Nilsson (Sweden) - Secretary
General and Associate Secretary
General respectively. 

The Australian and New Zealand 
representation on the Commission 
is now: 

M,J. Buckingham (C3-Statist
ical Mechanics and thermo
dynamics) 



A.G. Fenton (C4 - Cosmic Rays) 
jA Rose (C7 - AcoustiCli) 
A.P. Stamp (C12 - Nuclear) 
New Zealand. 
E. Weigold (C15 - Atomic and 
Molecular PhysiCli) 
B.5. Liley (C16 - Plali.ma) New 
Zealand 
D.F. Walls (C17 - Quantum 
Electronics) New Zealand 
C.A. Hurst'(C18 - Mathematical 
Physics). 

2.4 11th ICA 
The final selection of satellite 
symposia was recently announced 
by the organising committee of 
the Eleventh Intemational Con
gress on Acoustics (Paris, 19·27 
july 1983). Of the five originally 
suggested themes the following 
have been selected: 

Active acoustical absorption 
and attenuation, 12·13 july 
1983, Marseille 
Acoustical radiation of mecha· 
nicai structures and fluids, 1 S--
16 july 1983, Lyon 

Speech communication, 29-30 
July 1983, Toulouse 
The International Commission 

on AcoustiCli has accepted the 
Canadian invitation to hold the 
Twelfth International Congress on 
Acoustics (1986) In Toronto. 

2.5 Technical Committees 
of the Acoustical Sodety of 
America DId their a..hmen 

An:hltedural Acoustla - David 
Lubman 

Hughes Aircraft, Ground Systems 
Croup, Bldg.61B,MS P.15,Fullerton 
CA92631 

Eng'lneerlng Acoustics - Mauro 
Pierucci 

Dept. of Aero. and Eng. Mechanics, 
San Diego5tate Universirv, San Diego, 
CA92182. 

Musical Acoustics ::. William M. 
Hartmann 

Physics Dept., Michis.an State Unlv. 
E ... ! Lanslng,MI 48814. 

Noile - Larry H, Royster 
Mech. and Aerospace Eng. Dept. 
NorthCarolina5t;!.teUniv~Ralelsh.NC 
29650. 

Phytlcal Acoustics - Walter G. 
-Mayer 

Dept. Of Physics. Georgetown Univer
,irv,Wuhinfl!On,DC20057. 

12 - Vol. 10 No.1 

PlydtoIog'Icai Mid PhyIIoIosicai 
Amulticl- Joseph E. Hind 

Dept of Neurophysiology, Unlv. of 
Wisconsin Medial School, Madison, 
WI 53706. 

Shock and VfiJration - Wayne T. 
Reader 

David W. Taylm Naval Shill R a. D 
Center, Betheod", MD 20064. 

Speech Communication ~ Edward 

p, ~a~i~~~r~ecurlty Aaency (R5), Fort 
Meade,MD10755. 

Underwater Acoultia - Harry A. 
DeFerrari 

Rosen_II School of Marlne and Atm. 
s.:i.Miami,FL3]149. 

2.6 French Sch ............ 
The French Govemmentisofferlng 
a limited number of scholarships 
to enable Australians working in 
scientific and professional fields to 
visit France forthreetosixmonths 
in the period January to December 
1983, 

Further information and appli-
cation forms are avallable from: 
The Secretary, Department of 
Education, (French Government 
Scientific and Professional 
Scholarships) P.O. Box 826, 
WODEN ACT 2606. 
Closing date 28 May 1 982. 
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Quiet words of advice in the use and selection 
ofNylexN oise Control Materials. 
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Ideal lor On-site or 
Laboratory WorK 
The AION's small size, light weight 
(8.5kg),and internalrechargeable 
battery, make the AION SA-24 a 
go-anywhere analysis tool. Its 240V 
capability makes it ideal tor all 
beochwork 
Versatile 
Three Quick-change plug-in fi lter 
options are a~a i lable : 
i) 1/3 octave low Frequency 1-2SOHz 
(25bands) 
ii) 1/3I)Cta~e High Frequency 
31.5-8kHz(2Sbands) 
iii) 111 octave High FrEquency 
31.S-8kHz (9 bands) 

illuminated Screen 
Graticu/e (Fig. 1) 
Makes photographic records and night 
viewing possible. 
Detailed Observation 
olDlsplay 
This can be achieved with 
instantaneous hold facility or 
"Automatic Hold" as determined by 
pre-set level contro l 
Extended Portable Operatjon 
This is possible by means of the 
optional external battery pack orear 
baUeryand gives upto approximately 
8 hours' operation. 

REAL-TIME ANALYSER 
MODELSA·24 

NEW 
RELEASES! CRION) 

LEVEL RECORDER 
MODELLR.Q4 

Portable- Light we.;9h'. ~ operation in the event of m. ains , failure, 
Weighing only 4.5kg the ensures no loss ot record conl lnUlty. 

Z~~~~n~~ki~~tr~~el~te:~ .... 8 ·:~" True R.M.S. 
the SA·24 Rea l Time ~.~ . - _ . ~ True R.M .S. recordings can be 

Anatyser for all. on-site or . ' V ...?'......... .. " . .. ~roduce~in.add i tionIOAClinear 
bench analysis " , ". . functUln 

~::~s 00 9ration ~~:_.. • j Two Pen Speeds 
ry P , t1 '\. . Constant or exponen -

Three.powe.rOPtlOnsmake.,ho ~-. . tia l to IEC-179. Idea l 

~~~~~~CnOerdO~r!h:~~i~:~I~~;~:;~~a l ~ '0 . '.. :~:elsimDuISi v e input 

~~~~~~So~~~:!~~n t~n~O 2~O~~S~r~O~~i ng ~ • .,. -" Continuous Long 

~~;r~1 u~!~e~~r~c~v~i~~~~.AC mains ~ Up to 50 ~::7 :~t7n:~:::~;r~ing 
No Loss 01 Records on a single paper rol l using the slowest 
DUB to Mains Failure speed is possible. Very uselul in en~ironmental 
Automatic changeo~er to interna l batte ry or industria l noise monitoring situations 
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MICROPHONES 

ACO Pacific Breaks The Price Barrier! 
SAVE $100 to $200 per unit NOW 

FAMILY OF PRECISION 
MICROPHONE PRODUCTS 

• Direct replacement for Bruel & Kjoer 
Microphones - see chart below 

• Compatible with existing accessories 
• Cost effective in small quantit ies 
• Quantity pricing available 
• One year warranty 
• Manufactured and sold throughout the world 

since 1972 
• Companion preamplifier avai lable with detachable 

two meter cable 

' Simila r - see specs 
" Includes adaptor 

TYPICAL FI1EQUENCY RESPONSE 
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Acoustics of a Tamtam 
Thomas D. Rossing'" and Neville H. Fletcher 
Department of Physics, University of New England, 
Armidale. New South Wales,1351 

Chinese lam lams are characterized by a delayed /I shimmer" due to high frequency modes of vibration excited 
by nonlinear coupling to modes of lower frequency. Although Ihe exact nature of this coupling is not known, it 
can be described by a semi-quantitative theory which is consistent with the experimental data. Coupling 
between modes of high and low axial symmetry appears to depend upon a ring of ham mered bumps. Modes of 
low frequency have decay times as long as 18 seconds, whereas modes of higher frequency decay more 
rapidly. 

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 2.3 Nonlinear coupling 



If the frequency of mode I is Wj then (1) appears 
simply as the Wj Fourier component of (3) when the 
nonlinear terms in I<j' are neglected. More generally, 
however, we must retain these terms and soar rive at 
an equation of the form 

strength of which for an n th order coupling varies 
like (a, h)]". Theith mode has its own decay timer;, 
however and, if the pumping term were constant, its 
amplitude would grow like 

aT (t) = A1Ia,"q[1 - exp (-t/r,)) (7) 

Mj ij-+ R;Xt+ Kl'xi= F; (Xj, Xk •.• ) (4) If it is being pumped by the n th harmonic of till, 
however, its form should be like 

whereF/isessentiallythesumofthosetermsinl:Kj'XJ 
with frequencies close to (til. Any term in F/ with 
phase equal tothat of Xiwlll simply modify the mode 
frequency Wj while terms in F/ in quadrature with Xi 
will feed energy into or outofthisl th mode. The first 
effect is important in understanding the pitch change 
behaviour of certain Chinese gongs, on which we 
have commented elsewhere,' while the second effect 
will concern us primarily here. 

In the tamtam the initial strike with a large 50ft
headed mallet excites primarily the first mode of 
frequency til, forwhichthemodeshapexl (r) isc10se 
to a,Jo(kr) where k is determined so that the Bessel 
function goes th~ugh its first zero near the edge of 
the gong. If we make the simplifyingassumption that 
this is the only mode excited, then, by expanding 
F(x,) as a Taylor series without anyexplicitassump
tion about its form, and by noting that cos"fJ has a 
leading term cos n(), we see that the component in 
F(x,) with frequency nll.l1 is proportional to a,". 

The normal modes of a tamtam are not harmon
ically related, but we can always define, for the i th 
mode, an integern which is closest to the ratio til/till, 
and it is this n th component of F(x,) that is most 
important in driving Xi, (We return to more compli
cated possibilities later.) There will always be some 
fraction of this driving force in quadrature with Xi so 
that we can see immediately that the amplitude a; of 
the i th mode grows like 

as(t) -A,I<l7nq(1 -(nqrl:' ,)]"X 

[(exp(-nt!l:'l) - exp(-tlq)l (8) 
The behaviour suggested by(6) and (8) does seem to 
agree with experience. 

2.5 VuWion of radiated spectrum with strike force 
The forms of (5) and (8) suggest a possibility for 
analysis of the radiated sound as a function of the 
force of the strike exciting the tamtam.lndeed, ifq 
and 1:', remain unchanged by the force of the blow, 
which implies that the primary energy loss mechan
isms forthe fundamental mode remain radiation and 
intemallosses rather than transfer to higher modes, 
we can conclude from (5) and (8) that 

(9) 

This equation, however, ignores the fact that. In 
general, mode i wnl also be excited directly by the 
initial strike, in a manner which is linear and there
fore exactly proportional toa,. We therefore expect 

(as)max"" BiaT + A,ia, 
wl/ll.l1 (10) 

where 8j is another coupling coefficient Such an 
equation is a worthwile basis forthe analysis though 
it neglects the possibility of interactions in which two 
or more modes combine to excite Xi, 

da;/dt = A,i <l1"""A/la,fJJJ/tlll 
(5) 2.6 Coupling coeffkienh 

Here A'i, to which we return presently. is a coupling 
coefficient between modes i and 1. 

In the more general case In which several modes 
are excited by the initial strike we must consider 
them not only separately but also in interaction. 
Thus, if two modes IDi and Il1/o: are excited with ampli
tudes a; and a,,;, we mustconsiderall terms in F(xpq,) 
of the form aja!rcos (ntlll ± m"'t;) where nCllJ ± mtlll<"" 
",. 

Several such terms may combine to give a period
ically-varying force amplitude near Wj and a conse
quent complicated behaviour of CIi. 

2.4 Time variation of the riildlaled spectrum 
The lowest modes are probably damped largely by 
radiation, as we have said before. Their decay there
fore follows a simple law like 

a,(t) - a,(O) exp (-t/'t'1) (6) 
The upper modes, in contrast, are pumped by the 
fundamental through the nonlinear coupling.. the 

The analysis above is quite general for any non-linear 
system and is specialized to the tamtam by defining 
on a physical basis the coupling coefficients Ai and B; 
for the modes involved. In a plate with radial sym
metry,like acymbal, the normal modes are relatively 
simple In analytical form and can be written as 

x"m - Rnm(r) cos me (11) 

It is then clear that an impact at the centre of the 
plate can excite only modes with circular symmetry 
(m=O) and also that these m =0 modescancoupie 
to oth~r modes through the coefficients Aii only if 
those other modes also have m'" O. [f, however, the 
strike is at the edge. then modes with all m values are 
excited but again the Aii are non-zero only for pairs of 
modes with the same m values. 

The tamtam, however, does not havecircularsym
metry and the modes x(r,1Il cannot be written in 
separable form as in (11). Thismeansthat.in general, 
the initial excitation coefficients B; and the coupling 
coefficients Ajk will be non-zero for all modes and 
pairs of modes. Considerations of symmetry and 
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3.5 Sound buildup and decay 
By coupling the filter output to a Gen Rad 1521 B 
graphic level recorder, the sound buildup and decay 
times in various one-third octave bands could be 
recorded. Buildup and decay times (60 d B) are given 
in Table II. Th", ma"imum writing speed of the 
recorder is 200 dBs" which corresponds toa 0.35 rise 
time for 60 dB. Hence buildup times belowO.4 5 are 
not significant Priming the tamtam before ,triking 
appears to lower the buildup times in the 4000, 
8000, and (most likely) in the 1600U Hz bands, 
although the signal-to-noise ratio in the 16000 Hz 
band was most often insuffiCient to permitac(urate 
nll"a~urements 

The buildup and decay of vibrations at various 
frequencies during the first 0.4 s is shown in Fig. 3. 
These waveforms were .ecorded with an acceler
ometer placed approximately half way between the 
center and edge. 

Fig. 4 shows hoth the acceleration, as above, and 
the sound reaching a microphone about onl' Ill('ter 
from the tamtam. The slow buildup of the high
frequency modes is apparent in these figures 

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

4.1 Modes of vibration and sound spectra 
Thetamtam has many modes of vibration. When itis 
e"cited near the edge, the modes appear to result 
from the excitation of standing flexural waves around 
the circumference. Excitation at the center empha
sizes axi;ymmetric modes of low frequency which. 
howeVer, couple to many other mode; of higher 
frequency. Thus, when the tamtam is struck near the 
center with a hard blow, the initial sound spectrum is 
dominated by the low and middle-frequency bands. 
Modes of higher frequency build up in amplitude 
more slowly, 50 that a second or two aftI'I striking the 
sound spectrum is dominated by the bands centered 
around 1000and 2000 Hz. The ;till-Iaterdeveloping 
modes of higher frequency contrihute substantially 
to the timbre but not much to the total sound level 

Modes of high frequency not only bUild up more 
slowly but also decay more rapidly than modes of 
Inw frequency bee T"ble iI). The persistence of t)w 
low-frequeni:.Y modes, in fact, usually makes it 
necessary to damp the tamtam at the appropriate 
time alter striking in a musical performance. 

4.2 Modal coupling 
We propose that the high-frequency modes are 
extited by two mechanisms: directly by the strike 
and indirertly by coupling to modes of lower fre
quency.lt IS verydilficult to determine the respective 
coupling coefficients Bjand~i in (10) hyexperiment, 
however. 

When the tamtam is driven at 162 Hz {the fre
quency 01 a prominent axi;ymmetric mode) the 
amplitude of the nearly-harmonic mode at 333 liz is 

observed to be nearly proportional to thc square of 
the 162 Hz mode, which is lOnsistent with (10). 
However, no definite relationship could be estab
lished between the amplitudes of the other modes 

When the tamtam is struck with a large mallet, a 
comparison of modal amplitudes shows fair resem
blance tothe behaviour predicted by (1 0). Forsoit to 
medium blows, the first term dominates, and the 
moddl amplitudes increase in proportion to the 
amplitude of theaxisymmetric mode at 162 H7. Thf' 
coefficient BJ decreases with frequency, and thus the 
curves of higher frequency are displaced downward 
in Fig. 2. For hard blows, the second term in (10) 
begins Intake on Increasing importdnce beLduse 01 
the exponent W,/Wl to whidl d, i, rdi,cd. This is 
demonstrated by the upward curvature in f-ig. 2. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The distinctive timbre of a tamtam arises from the 
rf'latively slow buildup 6f modes of vibration haVing 
high frequencie;. This ,Iow buildup occurs because 
energy is fed to these modes from thp modI'S of low 
frequenty excited initially. The nature of the non
linear coupling between modes is not well under
stood at present, butthe large numberof hammered 
bumps spaced around the tamtam appear to playa 
significant role in transferring energy from axisym
metric to radially symmetric and asymmetri( mode, 
The harder the blow, the more significant the non
linear coupling bf'fomps 
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Comparison of Sound Absorption in Rooms using 
an I LG Reference Sound Source and Reverberation 

Decay Methods 
by 

Ross A. Wills 
Department of Applied Physic5, Royal Melboume Institu!fC of Technology 

This article is the result of research completed for the RMIT Applied Physics Industrial Elective PH979 at the 
CSIRO Division of Building Research, using the facilities of the Acoustics Group olthe Division. The purpose 
olthe research was to help provide data for the committeI;' AI(j4 of SM. 

The article compares the equivalent absorption area as found by two different methods, (1) by measuring 
the reverberation decay time of a room, and (2) by measuring the steady state sound level in a room due to,J. 
reference sound source. Only one sound source position was used in each of the 9 rooms measured. 

The graphs compiled show th~t the Waterhouse corrected equivalent absorption area Aw (as found by 
method (2) above) is greater than the equivalent absorption area AT (method (1)) in almost aU cases. Also in 
the more reverberant rooms some frequency strudure is seen. 

1. INTRODUCTION; This work has been done for the RMIT Applied Physics Indusuial Elective PH979 
The topic of research was allotted by the CSI RO Acoustics Groupof the Division of Building Research to help 
provide data for a working group of committee AK/4 of SM. 

The objectof the research is to compare twodifferentmethods fordetermining the equivalent absorption 
area of a room. These methods are by the measurement of reverberation decay time and bya measurement 
of the steady ,tate sound pressure level cwaled in a room by an IlG reference sound source • 

TABLE I. Keldtive sound pre'>'>ure levpls in ,everai'h-octaw band, from a tamtam ('xcited In diiff'rpntw(lYs 
- - - -

EXlitatioll UQQQ 16000 

125 
--- - --

O.b 

_ Dec<lY 

Buildup times irldicated by (-) ,HI' Ie;, thiUl 0.4 s and thus ,HP not acruratC'iy rcrordr-d by the If'v('1 [('rord('r 



2. THE ROOMS 151- 21JrZ area of test hemisphere, 
Measurements were taken in a total of 9 rooms, 
these have been divided into two groups. So - 1 rTf' 

Th::~~:;:~~r~~~!~~:S!i~~~~~~~~~=~ C - -10 10810 IZc/4001. 

~~~e~~h~P of the CSIRO DivisiOfl of Building \we"r:r:e~=~~~~~a~d:;.~~~:~m::u::~: 
The rooms are labelled, R, M-S, N and K. Room R is mately 0.1 dB and could be ignored. We used a test 

a 607 mI, S·sided room with aslopingroof. Room M· I hemisphere of radius 1.3 m. Thus 10 IogTO [ST/s.,] "" 
S Is the sending and receiving rooms of the trans- ; 10.26 dB. 
mission chambers, without a partition, whose com· 
binedvolumeis411 m'.Room N isa106 mI,5-sided 
room with a sloping floor and a level roof. Room K is a 
small 32 rnS, rectangular room with level floor and 
roof. All these rooms have some diffusers and smooth 
concrete surfaces. 

The seCond group contains the'Rear rooms. These 
have a reverberation time of approximately 05 
seconds and unevenly distributed absorption. They 
represent rooms which would be realistically en
countered by people everyday, exceptforroom LAB 
2 which is more of a warehouse or factory room. 

This group consists of the rooms Nabs, Kabs, 
LAB1, lOBBY and LAB2. Rooms Nabs and Kabs are 
the rooms Nand K described above, but with enough 
abs.orbing material placed on their floors to cause 
them to have a reverberation time of approximately 
0.5 seconds. 

Room LAB2 isa largefactoryorwarehouse type of 
room with avolume of4502 mi. Room LABl isan L· 
shaped laboratory room of volume 37.6 mI. Room 
LOBBY isasmall rectangular room of volume 34.8 mI 
between two other rooms. The last two rooms have 
windows in them. 

3. METHOD 
In the flnt method the equivalent absorption area 
was calculated by measuring the steady state sound 
pressure level in a room created bya reference IlC 
sound source. The reference sound source was first 
calibrated. The calibration was conducted in a semi
anechoic chamber above a reflecting steel floor. 20 
microphone positions were used, as recommended 
by section 4.3 (a) at reference I3l. 

The sound power output of the I LC sound source 
was found,using (see reference 111). 

lw- t;+ 10 IOg1O (~/So) + C, 
whe", 
t;-1010g,oWN) X 

[ NO.1", ] 
~ 10 
I=T 

In each room the reference sound source was 
placed at only one position, not tooclosetothe walls 
and in a position without obvious sym metry with the 
walls. The microphone was mounted on a Band K 
rotating microphone boom and this was set orbiting 
with a period of 32 seconds With a radius from 0.9 m 
to 2.15 m to suit the room. The placement of the 
sound source and microphone boom depended on 
the room size and configuration. At least three, 32 
second integrations of sound pressure squared were 
used to determine lp for each room. This was done 
for third octave frequencies from 100 Hz to 5 kHz. 

In calculating equivalent absorption area we used 
a relationship which can be derived by conSidering 
the energy density E In a diffuse sound field created 
by a source 01 power W (see reference HI). 

E-4W/Ac, 

"f}/pd = 4W/Ac, 
"d 

A=4WpcJ"f}. 
Since 

Wo-1pW 
,"d 

Thus 

Po-20p.J>a, 

A-4pc(W/W0) xl0'" x 
(Poz/P')xl/4 X 10'0• 

10 log10A= 10 10g1(1 (WlWo) 
-1010gw("f}/~). 
+ 10 log10 (pcj1 00). 

For pc"'" 400 Rayls, 
10 logTO (4) "'" 6. 

Thus 
10 loswA=lw-lp+6, 

.. d 
A= 10°.1 (lw-lp+ 6). 

The lp values can be corrected to allow for higher 
sound pressuresdosetothe boundaries of the room. 
This correction is called the Waterhouse correction. 

.flullelinAAS Absorption In Rooms 



From section S.22 of reference 121 the correction 

10 logw (1 + SAlSV), 
which is equivalent to 
10 loglO (1 + Sc!SVf), 
where 

S = total surface area of room in m'. 
v = volume of room in m', 
f = center frequency of octave or third octave 

band, 
c = speed of sound in m/sec. 

Thi~ correction was incorporated into the deter
mination of equivalent absorption area A (now de
noted by Aw) by adding it to Lp in each third octave 
band. 

Thr second method of determining the equiva
lent ab~orption area A that we used, is by measuring 
the reverheration decay time of a room and then 
using Sabine's formula. The equivalent absorption as 
determined this way was called AT. 

4. RESULTS 
It is convenient to present the results of the compari
son of Aw to AT in decibel form, that is 10 101510 
(Aw/AT), and this is shown forthe'Reverberant' and 
'Real' rooms in Fig. 1 and 2 respectively. 

S. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In both fig. 1 and Fig. 2 we can see that there is OJ 

definite overall trend of Awto overestimale AT except 
in room LAB2 where this trend is negative. We arf' 

In Fig. 1 all the curves appear to follow the same 
frequency structure, having large variations at low 
frequencies, then curving above the 0.0 lincto peak 
near 400 Hz and back to the line 0.0 at higher 
frequencies around 1.25 kHz where they oscillate 
about this line until around 3.0 kHz they again rise 
above the 0.0 line. In Fig. 2 it is not clear that the 
curves follow this frequency structure because the 
larger variation~ at low r requencies extend to higher 
frequencies than hefore. However it can he seen 
that there is a comparable high frequency structure 
present. 

The results for Nand K do not differ significantly 
from those of Nabsand Kabs. Perhaps thisishecallsc 
even though Nahsand Kabs contained a large amount 
of ahsorhing malerial it was placed on the floor and 
the rooms contained suspended diffusers 

All the results gathered have simulated a 'worst 
c.a~e' because we have only used one sound source 
posnion. 

It is necessary here to note that measurements in 
the LOBBY were conducted under adverse weather 
conditions with intermittent bursts of high back
ground noi:.e from rain. 

~~r~~.lc to explain this negative trend as experimental 3 :~::,,~:'~:,,'.~:",o~,:,oo:'''::'O'','''''''~": 

In Fig. 1 the {"ulves much more closely approxi-
matedO.Othan in Fig. 2. Thiscould be expected sincE' 4. 
Fig. 1 represents the 'Reverberant" rooms 
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New facilities for Acoustic Research at NAL/UI 
Leigh Kenna*, J,u:k Rose* & David Robinson+ 

'National Acoustic Laboratories, +Ultrasonics Institute 
5 Hickson Road, Millers Point, NSW, 2000 

A new laboratory complex is under construction at Chatswood N.S. W. for the National Acoustic Laboratories 
(NAt) iIInd the Ultrasonics Instilute (UI). 

After providing ill brief background of the above organisation! and the scope of their work the specialised 
acoustical facilities incorporated in the building are described in greater detail. 

1. INTRODUCTION: The NationalAcoustic Laboratories and the Ultrasonics I nstitutewereformerlypart 
of the Commonwealth Acoustic Laboratories, which were set up toconduct research into hearing aids and 
the effects of noise on individuals. 

The Ultrasonics Institute concentrates its efforts on the medical applications of ultra-sound while NAL 
researches the characteristics of hearing, including defective hearing, the effects of noise, rehabilitation of 
the deaf, hearing protective devices as well as the generation, propagation, reduction and measurement of 
sound. 

The facilities to be built into the newcomplex reflect the scope of this research and may be regarded as 
those needed tocoverthe range of human hearing from infrasound to ultrasound and levels ranl;!,ing from the 
threshold of hearing to upper limits of tolerance 

The facilities required forthe Ultrasonics Institute are limited not byacoustic but by technical requirements. 
These include specialised clean-room facilities for transducer and integrated circuit fabrication, an animal 
house for biological research and patient examination facilities for clinical evaluation. 

NAL also operates an audiological and hearing aid service to sectors of the Australian population and an 
advisory service to the other governmental authorities in relation to noise problems. 

This association of research, development and service is relatively rare but a major factor in determining 
the kind of facilities incorporated in the building. 



The remainder of the Ultrasonic wing provides 
accommodation with less specialised requirements. 
Apart from more suitable office and laboratory ac
commodation for staff and visiting Scientists and 
Medical Consultants, specific arrangements have 
been made for a number of existing activities. These 
indude photographic processing, audio-visual pro
duction and research interpretation, computer data 
processing, ultrasonic scanning and clinical exami
nation. 

4. ACOUSTICAND AUDIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
FACILITIES 

Details of the various facilities needed to undertake 
NAL research are given below. 

Sincemanyofthefacilitiessharearequirementfor 
very low levels of vibration and background noise it 
was decided to enclose these within a structure 
referred to as a "sound-shell". 

All hydraulic services and mechanical plant were 
removed from this area and the sound-shell, as a 
whole, isolated structurally from the remainder of 
the building. 

Those services which must be brought into the 
sound· shell are provided through flexible connec
tions to reduce structure-borne noise from equip
ment located in remote areas of the building. 

Reduction of airborne sound was achieved by 
using multiple barriers, i.e. heavy concrete walls, or a 
series of rooms and hallways and, on the roof of the 
sound-shell, concrete plus soil in which plants could 
be grown. The idea of sinking the structure into the 
hillside and covering the roof with vegetation was to 
combine aesthetic aspects with functional efficiency. 

The special audiological test rooms are not within 
the sound-shell and for obvious reasons the two 
high-intensity noise rooms (Animal and Human) are 
also external to it. 

5. ANECHOIC CHAMBERS 
There will be four anechoic chambers, classified as 
one large room, two medium rooms and one small 
room. In each case, the dimensions of the rooms 
have been chosen so that the clear working space 
within the room, on each axis, is not less than one 
wavelength atthe room's specified cut-offfrequency. 

The internal dime~sions of the large room will be 
14 metreslongby 12 metres wide by 10 metres high. 
The cut-off frequency is to be 50 Hz. The room is to 
be used for both subjective and objective testing. 
Objective tests will include measurement of polar 
patterns of transducers and nOise-producing equip
ment, calibration ofsound measurement equipment 
and modelling investigations. 

The internal dimenSions of the two medium an
echoic roomswiU be 7.72 metresJongby 5.57 metres 

wide by 6.17 metres high. Cut-off frequency of both 
rooms will be 90 Hz. One room is to be used for 
subjective tests, and the other fortesting and cali bra
tion of sound measurement instruments. 

The small anechoic chamber will have internal 
dimensions of 3.4 metres long by 3 metres wide by 
3,6 metres high. The cut-off frequency will be 180 
Hz. The room will be used mainly for testing of 
hearing aids. The room is to be screened to protect it 
from radio-frequency interference. 

Two distinct criteria for maximum background 
noise levels were set 'or each of the anechoic cham
bers. For normal testing.. air-<:onditioning of the rooms 
is permissible, and the maximum specified back
ground level of noise is NR10. For critical tests, such 
as measurement of hearing thresholds, the air-con
ditioning will be turned off and the maximum per
missible background levelsforthe large and medium 
anechoic rooms are then to be approximately 20dB 
below the Minimum Audible Field: this margin is 
considered necessary so that ambient noise does 
not mask test signals during threshold tests. In the 
small anechoic room, maximum background sound 
level, with air-conditioning off, is not to exceed 
NRO. 

The rooms are to be resiliently mounted, with 
mounts chosen sothattransmissibilityatall frequen
cies from 10 Hz upwards is less than unity. 

The rooms are to be lined with sound absorbent 
material. The material and its configuration will be 
selected so that at all frequencies above the cut-off 
frequency the sound absorption co-efficient exceeds 
0.99. 

To minimise sound reflections, all rooms are to be 
fitted with tensioned, wire-mesh floors, However, in 
the large room, provision is alsoto be made to install, 
when required, a rigid reflective floor so that the 
chamber may be used for testing in a free-field above 
a reflecting plane. 

6. REVERBERATION ROOMS 
Two reverberation rooms are to be provided, The 
volume of each room is nominally 200 cubic metres. 
To enhance sound diffusion, the boundary surfaces 
of each room are non-parallel. 

The adjacent walls of the two rooms and a third 
wall between the rooms. which is not structurally 
connected to either room, are penetrated by a 10 
square metre aperture for use in sound transmission 
loss tests. This aperture will be sealed by rigid heavy 
doors in each reverberation room when notrequlred. 

In addition to being suitable for transmission loss 
tests, the rooms can be used for measurement of 
sound power levels of machinery and measurement 
of sound absorption co-efficients. However their 
main useage will be for 5ubjectivetestingofcommu-

New Facilities NALJUI 







REPORTS 
1. Technical 
1.1 Current Acoustical Acti
wties at the RAN Research 
laboratory, Rushcutters Bay, 
Sydney 
OcemSciencesGroupactiYitles 

SEAMAP RANRl.., is undertaking a 
number of cruises aJong legs from 
major Australian ports to such 
places as Samoa (in the mid 
Pacific Ocean) and Kerguelen 
Islands (in the southern Indian 
Ocean). Various acoustic measure
ments will be made throughout 
these legs, as well as associated 
physical and biological measure
ments. These cruises will be 
made using the R.A.N.'s new 
oceanographic ship, HMAS COOK. 
Two SEAMAP cruises Me sche
duled each year, one in summer 
and one in winter, for the next 
five years. These cruises are 
designed to give values for various 
ocean acoustic properties along 
these tracks. The properties to be 
measured include many that RAN 
RL has been measuring in other 
investigations in the past, as well 
as including some new to RANRL 

Acoustic Modelling 
RANRL uses a number of models 
of acoustic propagation which 
have been implemented on digital 
computers. For different situations 
models are u$f!d which are based 
on ray theory, normal mode 
theory and the parabolic approx-

imation to the wave equation. 
Each type of model has its 
strengths and weaknesses. Propa
gation modelling performed at 
RANRL has investigated among 
other things: 

(i) the effect of surface rough
ness, 

(ii) the effect of ocean fronts 
and eddies, 

(iii) propagation in the surface 
duct (formed by a layer of 
isothermal water). 

Sonar and Surveillance Group 
activities 

The factors Influencing sound 
propagation In the first few 
metres below the sea surface are 
being studied In the frequency 
range 1Q-20 kHz. 

Testing and calibration of hydro
phones and transducers, together 
with related matters (e.g. the 
absorption of baffles), is being 
carried out on a regular basis. 
New techniques for hydrophone 
calibration are being evolved. 

The ability of submarines to 
estimate target parameters through 
the medium of re(eived sonar 
signals Is being studied. 

Volume reverberation 
When a sound Is made in the 
ocean, energy returns to the 
vicinity of the source due to 
reflection from the sea floor, the 
sea surface, and from various in
homogeneities within the sea. 
The latter is called volume re
verberation. RANRl has made 

experimental measurements of 
this effect in different oceans, 
seasons and times of day. Integra
ted scattering strengths over he
mispheres of defined radius are 
determined for various third oc
tave frequency bands.. These show 
strong diurnal variations, which 
are explained by attributing the 
bulk of volume scattering to 
reflections from fish, many of 
which vary their depth in the 
water on a daily cycle. Some fish 
have gas filled swlmbladders which 
resonate with acoustic energy of a 
particular frequency. Marshall Hall 
has worked on the problem 01 
relating fish density and charac
teristics to the observed volume 
scattering results. Mid-water net 
hauls are used to obtain fish 
samples. 

Sea Noise 
The various noises in the sea are 
being investigated by Doug Cato. 
Measurements have been made 
in many geographic locations 
around Australia. The ob$f!rved 
noises are mainly caused by 
marine life, by wind and rain at 
the sea surface and by distant 
shipping. Various marine organ
isms, including snapping shrimp 
and whales, have been identified 
as the sources 01 some of the 
observed sounds; some others 
are still unidentified. Because 01 
the relatively low shipping density 
in the southern hemisphere, the 
noise due to distant shipping 
(which is low frequency) is lower 
around Australia than in most 
waters that have been investiga-
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Predsion Method for tbe Dete,," 
mination of Sound Power leYeIl 
of Dfscrete..Frequency;md Narrow
Band Noise Sources in R_b-

eration Rooms 

J~=""~I~'::2N~~~) 
This standard specifies the addi-

~~na~dre~=em~ftsAN~jSl~3nl~ 
19ro, for the precision methods 
for determination of sound power 
levels of discrete-frequency and 
narrow-band components, for 

~F~~~~~~~~ re~~i~~Sum!,eJ 
source locations, and for carrying 
out an alternative procedure for 

i~dl:!~:~~:!:e~ur!. R,vS$~oJacility 

Proc~~c!iN"=tionot 

:;D~·U~r:..,ityO'Sydney Sirisena Gunawardena 

~~cy~~~pof Acoustical ~:~~~: Materials: Some 
Summary solutions to environmental and 

rn"~~i~::~~i~~n~nis~~~~ m=~:'IS':=I~ca~;;'~~" 
standing of the complex noise Summary 

r,::rfttl~~ b~~ii~~r !" s~r::~~ . !~~iro,;:~s:n:r~h~~~n~a~~fst f~ 
method of assessing sound isola- modem buildings are Investi-

~~n ~~:w:!~ a~e~~~~nn~~~~ ~!i~'e~~~~~e ;~I~:!,~e~~o~n~ 
coming from other parts of and tered by common sound-absOfbent 

~:~nt n~f Si~h~ifi~dU~~~~ f~~ ::t~~~~ifl~/hese environments 

measuring sound insulation for The physical· properties of 
building acceptance tests nor typical sound-absorbent materials 
information on people's response are investigated to predict the 
on noise coming from either behaviour of these materials as 
~'::id:a~: ~~e thbUi~di~~n~~: well as the behaviour of sound-
been made available. absorbent systems based on 

~~~: ~g~C:~I~t~!~~ria~sn~:g~ 
should behave favourably in 
various environments are then 53.4-1980 (ASA Catalog No. 37) 

~:ur!t~~~a~lc~ra~f~~e:hea Ig~ iO 
ness of certain classes of noise. In 
applications of the procedure, it 

!:~~dPh~?~~~a~c::~~~~i~, 
certain absorbent materials are 
also examined in order to modify 
their behaviour. ~~~~umh~~ t!~~he~f:S~~d i~ iii) 

terms of sound pressure levels in sensory effects; I.e. the effect 
'h-octave or '/,-octave bands In of the visual field on aural 
either a diffuse or tree field. The response to noise. 
procedure is derived from three The results show acoustical 
:~tjil~~d~~:i~~~~~ f~r :n~! privacy in buildings can only be 
of noise in a diffuse sound field. f~~~7~ b~n!v.t~bin:~~n ~~ 
(2) A rule relating the total understanding of the response of 
loudness of a sound to the occupants to noise, In their 
~~nddsess ~~~e;:i~~ th?t.fr(~)encx environment 

~~~7~S:O:~~~~ud~!~~fe~'?~ a~:tica~~~~:~en~~~Nd~ 
ro~dnn~s!hi~s re~ti~r~~,:uc~O~:~ :~~h~~r:h~~hT:~~~ examined 
function of sound pressure at 
1000 hertz. (VS$20) 

Acoustical standards published 

~7sc~:r :: jnOd~~d~al a:ne~= 
of the Acoustical Society on 
~~~f;j~1i orders with prepay-

Order from: Back Numbers 
Department, American Institute 
of Physics, 335 East 45th Street, 
New York, New York 10017, 
Telephone; (516) 349-7800. 

3. Theses 
Following are summaries of 
recent successful theses and 

r~~~~:n ~~!~~i:~bmitted to 

"" 

A theoretical solution is derived 
and experimentally verified. 

The solution, which is extend
able to any number, shape or 

~1~=nl~I~~~~=~~~~~ 
radiation from diffuse walls, as 
well as attenuation due to air. 

particular environment. 
As many sound-absorbent sys

tems are not efficient sound 
absorbers, although they possess 
the basic absorption properties, 
their absorption properties have 
to be optimized. The techniques 
of optImization of absorption 
properties of sound--absorbent 

~~~ter~:e~r~:~na~o;;:~e~~~r;t, 
or with impedance charts using 
the impedance tube method are 
then investigated, and the ad
vantages and disadvantages of 
these two techniques evaluated. 

Although the impedance tube 

~~~~Ut~Se ;:~o"nO;ti~: a~~~~b~~~ 
~rt~~su~~~ on!~~el~"!lte~:n~ 
simulated, tte method is well 
known as a reproducible and 
economical technique of measur
ingabsorption of porous materials 
and perforated panels backed by 
porous sound-absorbents. 

Therefore the effects of chan~es 
in various parameters which 
influence the absorbent properties 
of sound-absorbent systems con-



sisting of porous materials as 
perforated panels backed by 
porous materials, are investigated 
by using the measurements 
carried out in an impedance tube, 

~~~es th~IO~:~ g~ l~re~:~~ 
charts, in order to obtain useful 
information to design, to modify 
or to optimize the absorption 
properties of sound-absorbent 
systems consisting of porous 
materials or perforated panels 
with porous backings, which are 
especially designed to overcome 
environmental and maintenance 
problems in building applications. 

The methods of overcoming 
various common maintenance 
problems encountered by sound
absorbent materials applied in 
buildings are also investigated. 

U~,~eB~~tyOfS)'d'ney 
Noise In S""f=L~n'res 
This study examines the aural 
enviro~ment of enclosed mall 

regarding noise in such shopping 

~~tre~n~e~e~~bleto Theest!:;:i~K 
whether more attention should 
be paid to acoustic design and in 
order to determine satisfactory 
noise levels in such spaces. 
Objective measurements of the 
noise levels were made. To assess 
subjective responses, question
naires were administered to 
shoppers and workers. 

Measured noise levels in en-

:~ oT~~s ~~~ t~~i~: ~nh~~ 
levels appear to be acceptable. 
The presence of promotional 
activitIes, which are the greatest 

~~~~s o~ a~hc?J:~~se 1~ds~~:~ 
alike, can cause the sound levels 
to rise by 7 dB W to 10 dB(A). 
Sound levels in individual shops 
were usually lower than those in 
the mall. 

D.Ep.stein -
M.BlgSdern::e,Umvet5;lyofSydney 
The Identification of Ranking 
PalhsinBuUdings. 

Summary 
In recent years there has been an 
Increasing awareness of the need 
to regulate noise control In terms 

of acoustic isolation rather than 
the sound transmission loss of 
individual elements. If a partition 
whose attenuation characteristics 
seem satisfactory does not give 

~do~~~a~~o i&el~ti~~edt~~nid!~ti~ 
the faulty areas. The present 
method as described in ASTM 
E336 is cumbersome and time 
consuming. 

Various methods outlined in 
the literature have been reviewed 
and other methods have also 
been investigated. 
»The most simple method 

examined involves the use of 
a directional microphone to 
find out how the sound level 
varies as a room is surveyed. 
Best results are achieved 
when the source and the 
directional microphone are 
filtered at,a high frequency. 

ii) Two methods requiring the 
recognition of the path length 
difference between the direct 
signal from source to receiver 
and that via the flanking path 
were evaluated. One uses a 
cross-correlatlon technique and 
~~rc~~her uses an impulse 

ii) The use of an accelerometer 
was investigated for identify
ing structure-borne flanking 
transmission. 

The cross-correlation and the 
impulse methods give accurate 
results but require quite sophisti
cated equipment. The accelero
meter is useful for the identifica
tion of structure-borne flanking. 
The directional microphone me
thod is very simple and gives 
reliable results with a minimum of 
equipment. 

R. Krishnaswamy 
M.BIg.Sci.,Univel$itYDfSydney 
Impulse Noise S.""""" An impulse noise is a very short 
duration noise such as a dap, a 
blow from a hammer, a gunshot 
or a cough. Such noises are 

~~~~~:c1~ ~Z~~!~ ~~ t~e~~i~ 
rise times and short duratIon 
involved. They are also difficult to 
accurately record, reproduce and 
analyse. As a result of these 
factors and also because impulse 
sounds often do not sound very 
loud, even though they cause 
hearinfl damage, such noises have 
come In for comparatively little 
study. 

This thesis is a review of 
impulse noise with particular 
reference to loudness perception, 

n~a~~fon~a~a~jec~~h~;as~~: 
ment and analxsis. This information 
is then applied (as far as is 
practicable with available instru
mentation, to the measurement, 
analysis and control of noise from 
coughs in order to illustrate the 
~bj~~~~ues and problems in-

Coughs are a particularly an
noying source of noise, if 
comments in newspapers or 
notes on concert programmes are 
anything to go by. It is now 
common practice for concert 
programmes to carry a message 
requesting patrons to refrain from 
coughing. or at least cover their 
mouths when they do cough, in 
order to reduce the noise. 

How loud are coughs though 
and how much can the loudness 

~~u;:~~c;tierbt~ch~~~~~ S~~~ 
information is not available 

~:;e~u~n ~ag~etr~%~~t S~~~yi~i 
fortissimoN. The lack of informa
tion on the noise of coughs was 
the reason for taking coughs to 
illustrate the measurement and 
analysis of impulse noise in the 
present project though information 
on measurement analysis and 
perception of impulse noise is of 
Immense importance in the study 
of noise in commercial, residential 
and industrial buildings. This is 
because many noise sources are 
impulsive, e.g. footsteps, ban&ing 
doors and windows, typewriter 
and punch presses. This study is 
then a first step in a reassessment 
of the problems of impulse noise 
and its controi in buildings. 

leaPrasetio 
M.Sc.(Arousilcs). 1980, University 01 
NewSDuthWales 
The Dftign and Construction of 
the Instltut Te1moJogi SuraiN.>::a 
Campus With Respect to liS 

Acoustic Aspects 
Summary 

This graduate project attempts to 
assess the new I.T.S. campus, 
especially the lecture rooms area 
with respect to its acoustics. 

~~is~i~fY~:~i*l~: :t~: 
campus and aircraft noise, since 
the airport is about 12 krn from 
the site. The road traffic noise is 



~!~~~~~~ ~~ua~~~nn~ J~"~onth~ 
acceptability due to airc;raft noise 
is investi~ted in accordance with 
the Australian Standard,AS2021· 
1977. 

Levels due to the noise from 
the electric substation, pump· 
room, traffic within the c;ampus, 
workshop and activities in ad· 
jacent lect1..lre rooms are predicted 
using different formulae and 
some measurements. The noise 
levels from the sources are not 
only attenuated by distance, but 
also reduced by the envelope of 
the lec;ture rooms. Hence, the 
Sound Transmission loss of walls 
~~I~~~i~'1 several elements are 

It is important that a hi~h 
degree of speech intelligibility 
exists in the lecture rooms. 
Henc;e, speech intelligibility tests 
are performed, using the Indo
nesian P.B. Word List and 
Indonesian people, to investigate 
the degree of intelligibility in the 
lecture rooms under the predicted 
noise level conditions. 

Finally, suggestions are given 
with regard to the design and 
construction of the campus. 

Z;:~:~;:'5~i~r. 1979, University of N.m 

Control of Noise from AiK:ooled 
Induction Moton; 

Summary 

Electric motors are in widespread 
use in today's industrial society 
and are frequently the c;ause of 
offensive noise. 

This report discusses the sources 
01 noise in the commonest type 
01 electric; motor, the air-cooled 
induction motor, and ways by 
whic;h noise control may be 
ac;hievedatthe design stage. 

Where additional control is 
required, this must be obtained 
by enclosure of the motor. 
Theory for the design of an 
endosure suitable for a totally
endosed fan-cooled motor IS 

presented and tested by experi· 
ment 

Appendices give suggested me· 
thods 01 measurement for test 
and field situations and the 
collation of sound power levels 
lor a range of commercially 
available motors. 

lanJ.Simpson 
M.Sc. (Acoust"s), 1979, u. NSW 
Industrial Noise - legislation, 
levels Uld control, with particular 

reference to a case study. 
Summary 

This report investigates the noise 
problems facing New South 
Wales' industry in relation to 
present and proposed legislation. 
It covers the Noise Control Act, 
the Hearing Conservation Regu
lations introduced on June 1st, 

~~9 !dd t~~e~k;~ve~~ ~~~e~~ 
sation payments. 

The effects 01 industrial noise 

:~~~::~~s~ret1:gf~a~~~.e ~~: 
effects covered indude auditory, 
non-auditory and the effects on 
other things such as social 
interaction and sleep. 

ar:sa~~~e 1~~~I~e~i~aI:se ~~~~~ 
mended "safe" levels, t~e reqUi
rements for an effective hearing 
conservation program were also 
investigated. The coverage also 
includes examples of successful 

~~~~nm:na?:S~;~~~~eiirno~~~~:~~ 
To determine how much effort 

will be required to meet the 
legislated levels, and the "safe" 

l~~:fr; nb~i:! :~~~: aO~d ty~~~~ 
was undertaken. The analysis 
covered the major industries, 
based on their hearing loss claims 
history, and a brief analysis of a 
case study fac;tory's noise source 
and levels. 

The evaluation of the severity 
of the noise problem then 
required the inclusion of a brief 
coverage of the possible noise 
control methods. Associated with 
this is a detailed analysis of a 
series of noise problems in the 
c;ase study factory and possible 
solutions to them. 

Mic;healKateilides 
M.SL(AcuU5/ics),1979,U.N.'>W 
Application of Correlation Tee,," 
mques to In Situ Measurements 
of Sound Transmission Loss. . 

Summary 

The feasibility of usirig correlation 
techniques to determine in situ, 
the sound Transmission Loss of a 

~~~~ins,~~~i~~ll;asa~nJe~r~x~ 
periment. The experiment used a 
test panel subjected to a band 
limited random white noise 
emanating from. a loudspeaker. 

The acoustic field was monitored 
by two mic;rophones placed 

~i~~id~la~~ef~~ne~n~h~n sr~~hal; 
from the mic;rophones were 
processed to give auto and c;ross
correlograms. 

Fourier Transforms taken of 
segments of these correlograms 
chosen to examine only primary 
path correlation peaks, were used 
to compute the two frequency 
response estimates ie. via the 
ratio of the two auto-spec;tral 
densities and the ratio of the auto 
and c;ross-spectral densities. In 
order to correct lor the spatial 
response of the test environment 
the experiment was repeated 
with the panel absent. The 
estimates based purely on the 
auto-correlations showed good 
agreement with the theoretical 
estimates for noise attenuation 
with distance in air whereas the 
estimates based on the cross
correlations showed poor agree
ment 

However, the estimates purely 
on auto-correlations of Trans
mission Loss were muc;h lower 
than the estimates based on the 
c;ross-c;orrelations whic;h were 
again much lower than the Trans
mission Loss estimates deter
mined by the standard Reverb
eration Room method. Although 
the lower Transmission Loss 
estimates were attributed to the 
influence of contaminatinll\ signals, 
especially the sound diffracted 
around the edge of the test panel, 
the disc;repancy in noiseattenua
tion with distanc;e between the 
two estimates cannot be readily 
explained. 

A failing of the experimental 
arrangement was that the Trans
mission loss estimates obtained 
were for a range of angles of inci
dence (due to the sound source 
characteristic;sl rather than the 
discrete nOllTlal angle ofincidenc;e 
for which the experiment was 
designed. 

It was concluded that if the 
separation between the primary 
and dosest c;ontaminating signal 
was inc;reased the Transmission 
Loss estimates of much better 
agreement with standard measure
ments could be determined by 
using the correlation tec;hnique in 
prac;tic;al situations. This could be 
ac;hieved by using a larger panel 
size, choosing better source 
c;harac;teristic;sand also by making 
the measurements in the near 
lield of the sound source and the 
retransmitted sound from the test 
panel. 
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Marshall Hall, RAN Research laboratory, 
P.O.Box706,Darlinghurst.NSW1010 
Au,!. I, of Marine and Freshwater 
Re.e.,,;h Dec 198132,857-B79 

Volume backscattering strengths 
have been measured <It several 
positions in the Indian Ocean 
and the Southern Oc.ean (across 
the Great Australian Bight:). The 
positions in the Indian Ocean 

fo' ~;r~~~o/~~~ :~~io~;c~~;tiheo~:s~ 
of Western Australia near 
Fremantle. The backscattering 
strellgths hav!" been analysed at 
frequencies in third-octave steps 
from 2.5 to 20 kHz. The average 
daytimp ,c3tlering strengths at 
the Equator 3nd in the Bigh! ME' 
,imilar and range from around 

B7 dB re m-- at 2.5 kHz to 
bet,,,,een -75 and -70 dB re m-1 

:~a;t~Xn~ Z'st~!n~~~~t, i ~h~h:v~~~~~ 
increasE' from about -75 dB re 
m at 2,5 kHz to about -70 dB 
3t 20 kHz; whereas at the 
Eqllator, the results increase from 
about -82 dB re m I at 2.5 kHz 
to -64 dB re m at 20 kHz. 
Deep 5caltering layers (DSL) 

Comments on "Very low fTequency 
(VLF) wind-generated noise pro
duced by turbulent pressure 
fluctuations in the atmosphere 
near the ocean surface" [J. 
Acoust. Soc. Am. 66, 1499-1507 
(1979)] 

Ro~~~x ~'O~~\)~~;).~h~~:~~~"~wLa~g~tory, 
;'9:Jou,t. Soc. Am. 70c 17~j-17B4, Dec 

In a recent p3per, Wil,on cidirll5 
to have corrected errors in the 
theory hy Jsakovich and KUr'YdI10V 

ISov, Phys. Acoust. 16, 49-58 
(1970)] of lInderwater noise from 
winrl IlIrbulence dnd to have 
uSf'n improved models of the 5ra 
surface waves, re;lIiting in sub
<;tanlialiy different predictions of 
noise level. In fact, Wilson', 
corrections dppear to contain 
errors, mainly in the evaluation of 
an integrd), While not commenting 
on the validity or otherwi5e of thi' 

I assumptions u5ed in the th{'otlf', 
it is pointed out that a rorrect 
eVdluation of the integral resliits 
in Wilson's method predicting 
rroi5e levels about 20 riB hiE'.her 
than actually presented by Wilson 
Over the frequency range for 
which the Slirfar-e wave model, 
apply, the corrected predictions 

• 



Introducing the SD375. The two-channel analyzer 
that's easy to operate ... and easy to buy. 

Spectral Dynamics 
P.O . Bo>; 5 11 ' San~o , CA921'2 

.JVii\lC ~:~~~~::"o, ,,,,,,," 
3()-32 Claremont Street, South Yarra, Vic. 3141 . Phone: 240 8471, 240 8731. T",18X: N\32111 
BranchM; 
117 Majors Bay Road. Concord, N,SW. 2 137. Phone: 738 3011. Telex: AA20363 
6 Milner Stroot, Hindmarsh. SA 5001. Phone: 46 5991. Te lex: AA88419 
5 Hawksburn Road. Ri'le", .. le, WA 6103. Phone: 361 73 11, T" lex: M93Dfi5 



NEW PRODUaS 

1. INSTRUMENTS 
DMX-1010 Computer Sound Processor 

[)igitalMusicSystems, Inc. P,O. Box 
1632, Bmton, MAn21US have an
nounced a new powerful audio 
signal processor. It (Ontain, two 
computers - an LSI-1 1 micro
computer and a super- fast OMX
l()OO digital audio signal processor. 
MUSIC- WOO software allows this 
system to be p rogrammed easily 
in an intuitive way for almost 
every synthesis or processing 
task 

The OMX-10 10 offers al l the 
advantages of digital synthes is 
freedom from noise and drift, 
precise control of tuning. repea t
able and exact parameter sett ings. 
automated patching and p ro
grammable control. It a lso offer, a 
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of W il,on are then m uch close. to 
those of Isakuvich and Kur'yanov, 
and substantially higher than 
measuremenb presented by 
Wilson 

An ultrasonic; pulse-echo system 
that makes use of interaural 
localization 
Mi lSuh iro U"d~, Re,,,.,ch u.boralory of 
P«"ci,ion Machin,,,v a~d Electronic.. 
To kyo In,l ilute 01 Technology. Nal'"l(,ut" 
Mido,i·ku,Y okohoma,127Iapd<1 
Koji Uda, Hoku,hin Elemie Work " Lid., 
Shimomaruko, Oota-ku, 'l okyo, 144 Jap'" 
J.A«)u<~So c, Am, f>7,1099,june 1980 
A new type of ultra sonic pulse
echo method that makes use of 
in teraural localization is described 
in this Letter. The basic idea of 
this method is 10 receive pulse 
echoes reflected from an object 
wi th two receivi ng transducers 
and to hear the echo signals 
stereophonically after they are 
converted to audible frequencies. 
The principles of the system and 
some resu lts of preliminary 
experiments that make use of an 
ult rasonic pulse of 500 kHz ale 
presented. 

degree of flexibi lity fou nd, unti l 
now, o nly 011 ana log syn the5 i ~ers 

The DMX-l01 0 signal-process- . 
i n~ units are not built di rect ly in 
hardware but are programmed in 
software. MUSI C-lOOO provides a 
library of these units (osci llators, 
fi lters. noise gener"tors. envelope 
generators, delay units, etc.) and 
a way of programming t hem an d 
patching them togethe r. 

The unit offe .s the samp 
unlimited range of synthesis 
techniq ues found on an analo!o\ 
synthesizer or computer music 
system. Anything that c~n be pro
grammed can be done O.n th.e 
DM X-lOl0. For e~ample. ,\ Wil l 
do speech synthesis 

6. Journals Held in the 
National Acoustic Labora
tories Library for The Aust
ralian Acoustical Society 

Australian Acoust ica l Society, 
Bulletin Vol. 5 No. 3/4 September! 
October 1977. Vol. b Nos, 1/ 2 
MarchlJune 197B (4 copies), Vol. 
9 No. J Oecernber 1980, Vol. 8 
No_ 1.5, June 1980 (Di rectory 
issue. 8 copies) . 

Acta Acustica NO.4 1980, NO. 1 
198 1 

Back!o\r0und to Careers 1 'l7B 

UltrasoniC'; Vol. 1 b No. J, May 
1978 

SeMch, Vo l. ') No. 10, Ortobcr 
1978 

Acoust ic design guid el ines for 
SA Schools 

Ocean Sciences Review 1977 

The Convent ion Rostrum, May 
1978 

Calendar of National and Inter
national Scientific Meetings in 

DMX-1010 Computer Sound 
Processor • 

1'l711. Pruductivity 
1'l7fl 

CSIRO Research Prugram Objec
tives 1'l77/7B. 1978/7') 

Acchuvurn Ak. "l vk i Vol 11 Nos 
1-41'176 (in P"li,h) 



Precision Sound level Meter i General Purpose Vibration 
A new slim-line Sound Level Meter Pickup 
with digital display has been re- Optimised to have good all-round 
leased byBruel &> Kjaer.1t combines specifications and a high Uni-Gain 
portability and functional simplicity (Reg.) sensitivity 01 1 0 pClm' (l00 
withtheaccuracyrequlred Ioracou5- pC/g), the new Bruel& KjaerAccel
tic noise mesurements of Type 1 erometer Type 4381 is applicable 
(precision) standards Ondudingdraft toawidevarietyofvibration measure
revision of AS1259). ments in industry, education, and 

The Precision SoundLevelMeter in the laboratory. 
Type 2232 measures A-weighted ' With is titanium body the 4381 
~und pressure levels using either weighs in at 43 grams, which is very 
"Slow" or"Fas(' timeconstantsover i low considering its high sensitivity. 

~ndt~:~~~~~:a~~~~~or~~~e~~T~ i ~:~~~:~dhf~::~:s~~o~~I~~S~~~; 
level is displayed on a large digital (Reg.) design concept which results 
display, making reading errors vir- : in a very low sensitivity to temper
tually impossible. Two modes of aturetransientsandtostrainstrans
operat ion permit either the ma~. mitted from the measuring object 
RMSlevelmeasureddurfngthepre-: through the base 01 the accelero
ceeding second to be automatically meter. A similar accelerometer, Type 
updated and displayed, or an RMS 4370, is avai lable with top-mounted 
"ma~. hold" reading to be obtained' connector. 
by manual reset. An analogue DC Silentone 3000 Audiometric 
output is provided for recording Room 
purposes. 

fitted with a high sensitivitypre-; 
polarized condenser microphone; 
Type 4176, the Sound level Meter, 
offers up to 30 hours operation 
from one setol cells. In addition to 
displaying the measured level, the ' 
digital display indicates over-load, 
under-range and low battery con
ditions, and a visual check of all 
display segments when the instru
ment is first switched on. 

Precision Sound Level Meier 

Advanced Acoustics now have avai
lable a completely new audiometric 
testing room, that provides noise 
red uction of greater than 30 dB at 
125 Hz. This room has been de
signed and tested to comply with 
the latest Nationa l Acoustics la
boratory K-2 Specilicationcovering 
both noise reduction and testing 
method. 

Rooms are manufactured to cus
tomerorder and are fu lly demount
able. Forced ventilation, equipment 
connecting panels. viewing window 
and fabric lining 10 the interior walls 
are standard. 

For further information on this 
product, please contact' 
Victoria (03) 4&0 9055 
NSW (02) 5224822 
Queensland (07) 527127 
WestAust. (09) 4518811 

New ACI Fibreglass Release 
ACt Fibreglassrecentlyannounced 
the development of a ne\lacoustic 
and thermal insulation product. 
?ON?M~TT is a lightwei,ght, fle ~ 
Ible pink /ibreglass blanket adhered 
on one side with a black flbreglass 
tissue, which is available in 25mm 
and 50m m thicknesses a nd various 
lengths and widths 

It is an ideal acoustit (and 
thermal) overlay for melal pan, slat
ted metal and other modern linear 
ceili ngs. The black tissue facing en-

sures that SONOMA TT has favour
able sound characteristics and 
enables the product to be used 
lor applications where minimising 
product visibility is a design 
consideration. 

For further information on th is 
product, please contact your local 
ACI Fibreglass office. 
Perth (09) 277 6444 
Adelaide (08) 268 1444 
Melbourne (03) 793 4333 
Sydney (02) 519 7351 
Brisbane (07) 268 5211 

Human-Response Vibration 
Meter 
An entirely new era of vibration 
measurement, concerned with the 
eHects of vibration on the human 
body, is opened up by the latest 
instrument from Bruel & Kjaer. 

The Human-Response Vibra t;on 
MeterType 2512 isdesignedto carry 
out frequency-weighted measure
ments, in accordance with current 
standards, of both whole-body (in
cluding motion sickness) and hand
arm vibration. From these measure
ments, the equivalent cuntinuous 
vibratiun level and Ihf' vibration 
exposure are calculated and com
pared with the appropriate criterion 
which is pre-selected from a number 
of recommended criteria stored 
within the instrument. The measure
ment's maximum peak value, its 
equivalent cont inuous vibration 
level, and the currente~posure (in 
% of that allowed), as well as the 
elapsed time, are available on the 
digital display at any time. 

The instrument is fu lly portable, 
being powered from internal balter
ies: and used with B & K Uni-Gain 
accelerometers or the special Tri
axial Seat-Accelerometer Type 4 J 22 
(for measurements on seated sub
jects). the 2512 formsa compatible 
cal ihrated system which is easy to 
set upand straightforward to use in 
the fie ld or in the laboratory. It is 
there fore e~pecially suitable for 
measurements on all types o f ve
hides,and on hand-held ~rtools. 
Results can be output digitally via 
an I EC interface e.g. to an Alpha
numeric Printer Type 2312 or in 
analogue form to a level Recorder 
Type 2306, to obtain hard copy of 
results in the field. 



Universal Balancing Machine 
- Type 3906 

The B&K range 01 equipment 
lor balancing rotating machine parts 
has been extended by the ~dd i tion 

of a Universal Balancing Machine. 
Type 3906, lor dynamic balancing 
01 work pieces up to 50kg. 1\ is 
suitable fo r balancing fans, amla
lureS, automotive parts and all kinds 
of rotors down 10 balance quality 
grade G1 . 

The 3906. like the smaller Type 
3905, is designed to be used with 
the all-electronic BalancingMachine 
Console Type 2504. The 3906 fea
tures soft-bearing suspension, and 
end-drive of the work pipee by a 
l\No-speed 3-phase induction motor 
via a cardcUl shaft. The 3906{2o,04 
system incorfXlrates electronic com
pensators fur ease of {alibration. 
an angle reference ge nerator fo r 
makingcorrectionsquickly and un
ambiguously. memory for holding 
the unbalance displays after the 
rotor has stopped turning, and a 
number of safety features to protect 
the oper~tor. 

'Yl" Prepolaroized Condenser 
Microphone - Type 4176 
A 'h" prepolarized condenser m icro
phone cart ridge, designed fOI use 
with the Bluel & Kjaer. 

IEC 651 Type 1 and with the Ran
dOlll lncidence Corrector DZ 9566 
loANSI SlA Type 1 . 

A charge bearing electret layer 
permanently polarizes the micro
phone, avoiding the need for an 
external polarizing voltage. Careful 
design arK.I construction of the micro
phone has produced as good a stabil
ity and temperature coefficient as 
that of externally polarized Bruel & 
Kjaer microphones. 

Real-Time Sound Intensity 
Analysis 

The Sound Intensity Analysing Sys
tem developed by Bruel & Kjaer 
opens new horizons in acoust ical 
measurements. The system Type 
3360 employs the finite difference 
approximation method to measure 
in real time, sound intensity leve ls 
in 1/1 and 1/3 octave bands. The 
results are displayed as a bar graph 

This is a high quality free-field 
microphone satislying Ihe require
ments for sound measurements to Sound Intensity Analysing Systems - Type 3360 

Universal Balancing Machine - Type 3906 • 



-191l(). 2YO pp. 104 fig. 12 (db. 745 
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Induslriill Noise Control Handbook Audiometric Testing· and Dosi
By Paul N. CfJeremisinoff, P.E., meters; N?js~ Level Interpolation 
Associate Professor of Environ- and M.appmg; Glossal)'. 

~;ti:~:e E~ffe~e;~~~o N~~i~~~ir I ::r;JlN 3;'~ft-4~{~1~~: 32 tab. 42 
P. Cheremisinoff, PN~ngineering I Order from: Butterworths Pty. 
Co. Ltd., 271 Lane Cove Road, 

This comprehensive book em
phasizes noise control applications 
In manufacturing and Industrial 
operations. 

NORTH RYDE,NSW2113. 

:!~~kfuhr~ilS:~d~n:,O~:.!~~g ;md 
This work takes a practical rather Edited by C. van den Brink and 

~~~~ ~i:;o~f::~~:~~~etfr~~~~~t71. FA Bi/sen 
Proceedings of the 5th Int.er

Contents: Introduction; Noise national Symposium on Heanng 
and Effects on Man; Noise' Noordwijkerhout, The Netherlands, 
Legislation; Acoustics and the April 8-12, 1980, 

Sound field; Engineering Controls ~~rTe~y~r~~~~~n::ia;n~~e sfyi~hpo. i~i! 
S~~t/bs~~ess; fn~r~~~;retSh~/d~ devoted to the study of the 
and Barriers-Designing with Lead; auditory system of man and 
Noise R.eduction with Glass; animals. The new experimental 
Additional Sound Control Materials; facts and models presented in 
Silencers and Suppressor Systems; this volume constitute an impor
Fundamentals of Vibration; Vi- tant source of information for 
bration Control Applications; researchers, teachers and post-

d~yn:,\'m,::'"I,'nC~:!~"'~I~ef~t~'~I~.~,m~~,.~~,-,~ ~~~~a~ef s~:a~rnt: i~e~~~r~~~e~~~ 
u"' u u Yo, Noi" contributions are grouped and 

Ventilating System Noise Control; introduced in such a way that the 
Instrumentation lor Noise Analysis; book will serve as an accessible 

file of information for the non
specialized readers as well. 
Contents: I. Cochleilr functioning; 
II. Frequency- and time-resolution; 
III. Laterill suppression ilnd distor-

~~~ p~~~~~~~ 1V;~~~:7sj~ co~:~~ 
~N~c;f~~~~c~~sfi~~'u:~~ ~~~%~r 
iCill interrelations. 

I Published by Sythoff and 
Noordhoff 

!X~~7.tg.OlIN 9~~t:6 &~o ~~.oo/ 
Available from: P.A. Book Depot 
Pty. Ltd., 11-13 StatIOn St., 
MITCHAM, VIC 3132. AS37.00 + 
S{J¢ postage. 

Physic;tl Acoustics 
Principles ;tnd Methods 
Volume 15 Edited by Warren P. 
Mason and Robert N. Thurston 
Contents: Karl F. Graff, A History 
of Ultrasonics; W. Richard Smith, 

;tc~~~~d~~:atno/ra~ss~~~e?seS1a~ 
Surface Acourtic Wave Devices; 
lawrence Flax, Guillermo C. 

,Gaunaurd, and Herbert Uberall, 





What does a really 
noisy factory look like? 

Empty! And you can't blame 
anyone for taking a 

stand against excessive noise. I! your 
working environment was sending you deaf 
you'd kick up a fuss as well. 

But there is a solution. Bradford 
Fibertex Acoustic Baffles. 

These oaffles have been designed to 
significantly reduce noise. especially in the 
middle to high frequency range, within 
factories. They are simple to install in either 
new or existing buildings. 

Because they are made with compress
ed Rockwool fibres, the baffles will not burn 

or support combustion. They are ideal for 
use in bottling plants, canneries and any 
other building subject to excessive 
reverberant sound. 

For further information on Bradford 
Fibertex Acoustic Baffles or any of the wide 
range of Bradford Rockwool or 
Fiberglass acoustical ProductS~/I' 
ring Sydney 646 9111. !'Y 
Melbourne 560 0755, Brisbane 
2771591, Adelaide 475244 "" 
Perth 4514444, Hobart 72 5677. 

C~11 Bradford Insulation 



fabricating industry, punch preH Sodety. I Report No.7 
noise, noise control in the textile PubL date: Mav. 1980. PhD Education in hlstraJia-The 
and fiber Industries. woodworking Price: Australian $50.-(incl. air- Makin, of Professional Scientists. 
industry noise control and noise mail postqe) ISBN· 0 85847 017 9. 1974. 240 
control in the tobacco and Address for orders: Australian pages. $5.95. 
packaging industries. Acoustical Society, clo Science 
The papers are, available in the Centre, 35-43 Clarence Street. I Report No. 8 
form of a 488-page book of Sydney, N.5.W. 2000 AustrailL The Future EducatIon of Sdentisb. 
Conference Proceedings. The ISBN 0 85847 018 7. 1973. 53 
price of the volume is U.s.$42.00 ~ pages. $5.95. 

f,~50anif ~~i:l:~eC~:1!:~ InltltuteofAcoullk:sPubllallont I Repolt No,. 9. 
mailed overseas by Air Mail. The on U.K. MeeIInp AwIIIIIe National Coals and Research 
Proceedings book Is avanable, The Instltuh! of Acoustics (U.K.) Needs. ISBN 0 85847 028 4. 
from Noise Control foundation, has avaiable proceedings of tfJe 1975.63 pages. $5.95. 
P.O. Box 3469, Arlington Branch, following meetings which had 
Poughkeepsie, NY126023 U.SA taken place between 1979 and I Report No. 10 

~ 1981: IDA Spring Conferences From Stump jump Pfou.h to 
Noise Control EnsJneerInI: 1980 and 1981; Autumn Confer- Intersan: A Review of Invention 

Noise Control Engineering the ::en~7~oI:,dJ~=~; 1~ I :~5~:;:::~f~~~~t~f;a-~~ 
technical publication of' the Acoustic Test Facilities, May $5.95. 

~~~~~~~S~~=ro~E~~ ~;~;; ~=h~~Sti~Pe~gu~ Report No. 11 
rnteresttonoisecontroiengineelS. Noise Criteria,. October 1979; Australia's Offshore Resources: 
The following articles appear in People, Noise and Buildings, ImplicatJons of the 200inile 
the November-December iHue March 1980; Microprocessor Zone. ISBN 0 85847 047 O. 1978. 
(Vol. 17, No. 3): Noise Charader- Applications in Acoustics, July 144 pages. 55.95. 
isties of a Pulsed jet by R.,. 1980; Dietel Engine Noise Re
Hooker and R.H. Rumbie;Acoustic search, September 1980: Stan
Intensity Measurements of Trans- dardisation in Building Acoustics, 
lent Noise Sources by F.J. Fahy 1980; Diesel Engine Noise Re
and 5,J. Elliot; Noise Reduction search, September 1980; Stan
Processes in CuttirIB with Hl~ dan:lisatlon In Acoustics, October 
Speed Tools by H.K. Toenshoff,A 1980; Recent Advances in Stan
cherger and R. Westphal; Pressure dardisation In Building Acoustics, 
Dependence ot jet Noise and November 1980; Active Control 
Silendnl of 810w-otfs by Maa of Noise and Vibration, February 
Oah-you and U Pei-zi. 1981. Some older proceedings 
Noise Control En.ineering Is are also availabie. Prices ranle 
published bimonthly by Inee. the from £2.00 to .£8.50. Inquiries 
subscription rate 15 U.s.U5.00 should be sent to lOA, 25 
per year for libraries and insti- Chambers Street, Edinburgh EH1 
utlons. Individual subscribers 1 HU, U.K. 
become Associates of the Institute 

Report NO. 12 
Transport In Austr~ia.. ISBN 0 
85847 048 9. 1978. 160 pages. 
55.95. 

Report No. 13 
Scientific Advances and Com
munltyRislc. ISBN 0 85847 0543. 
1979.156 pages. $5.95. 

Report No. 14 
Materials tor the Future. ISBN 0 
85847 ·088· 8. 1981. 132 pages.. 
$5.95. 

Report No. 15 
Irrisatlon and Water Use in and receive the bimonthly publi

cation NoIse/News In addition to 
Noise Control En.lneerinl. There 
Is an extra charge for shipment 
overseas by airmail Further 
Infonnatlon and specimen copies 
may be obtained from Ince, P.O. 
Box 3206, Arlington Branch, 
PouBhkeepsie, NY 12603, U.S.A 

Australian AcadenIy of ScIence Austra"~ ISBN 0 85847 075 6. 
(P.O. Box 783, Canberra city 1980.96 pages.. 55.95. 

~, 

ProceedInp ,.;. IUPAP Con
ferencet1n1980 

:5:::~~~~~ft:J~iY~~ 
16,1980. 
ProceedinSS: Tenth Internadonal 
Congress on Acoustics. 
Publisher: Australian Acoustical 

50 - Vol. 10 1\10.1 
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ScIence and Induttry Fonm -Regular meetings between leading 
sdentists and industrialists are 
held under the aegIs of the 
Academy's Science and Industry 
Forum. These Forums study areas 
of mutual Interest that effect 
public attitudes. The resuits of 
the studies are then published to 
promote a wider understanding 
of sdentfflc advancement and its 
impact on the public, industry 
and technology. 

Report No. 16 
The Impact of MIcroprocessors 
on Industry, Education and Sodety. 
ISBN 0858470659.1980.112 
pages. $5.95. 

Report No. 17 
Uquid Fuels: What Can Australia 
Dol ISBN 0 85847 087 X. 1981. 
109 pages. $5.95. 

Report No. 18 
Austr~Ia's Forests: Their Role In 
our Future. ISBN 0 85847 096 9. 
88 pages. $5.95. §, 



THE SOUND YOU'RE ABOUTTO 
NOT HEAR,IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY 

ACI ACOUSTIC INSULATION. 



~
VANCED 
COUSTIC PRODUCTS 
USTRALIA PTY. LTD. 

.... , 30-36 Lawson Crescent, Thomastown, Victoria 3074. 

• Telephone: (03) 460 9055. Telex: AA37436. 

CAN SOLVE 
YOUR 

NOISE PROBLEM 
MANUFACTURERS AND CONTRACTORS FOR 

THE ACOUSTIC AND VENTILATION TRADE 

SUPPLIERS OF: - National Acoustics Laboratory approved demountable 
Audiometric Room. 

- Wide range of duct silencers and sound traps. 
- Acoustic absorbers and architectural acoustic products. 
- Acoustic enclosures, panels, doors for every 

industrial problem. 
- Quality office machinery acoustic hoods. 

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT: 

VICTORIA 30-36 lawson Cres., Thomastown 4609055 
N.s.w SYLVANIA ENGINEERING, 267 Box Rd., Sylvania 5224822 
OLD AUTOMATIC CONTROL CO., 97 Commercial Rd_, Fortitude Valley 527127 
W.A FLOWER DAVIES & WEMCO ENG., 4 Whyalla St., Willeton 4518811 

~DVANCED 
COUSTIC PRODUCTS 
USTRALIA PTY. LTD. 

., 30-36 Lawson Crescont, Thomastown. V,c!ona3074 

• Telep~on~-(03)4609055, Tale. AA37436 

Silentone 
"""IDJ 
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MEMBER: SIDDONS INDUSTRIES LI MITED GROUP 

MANUFACTURER OF ROCKWOOL INSULATION 

SIDDONS I.S.A. SYSTEM 
is specifically designed to reduce noise levels within. industrial buildings. 

Contact Head Office for Information 
SIDDONS INSULATION HEAD OFFICE & FACTORY: 
Research Road, Pooraka. S.A. 5095. Phone (DB) 262 6611 . 


